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Abstract: In order to sustain an innovative working style, entrepreneurs need to build unique
identities. However, relatively few studies have investigated what types of individuals are more likely
to construct an entrepreneurial identity. In the current study, drawing upon identity construction
theory, we proposed that an important individual difference, creative personality, would have a
positive impact on the construction of an entrepreneurial identity, which in turn would facilitate
individuals’ work-related innovations. Education was proposed to moderate this mediating effect,
in that individuals with a higher level of education would have a higher possibility of constructing an
entrepreneurial identity and producing sustainable innovations. We suggested that with considerable
education, creative individuals would become entrepreneurs during their career progression and
harvest more work-related innovations. A multi-wave sample of 12,686 participants from the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth (1979) was used to test our hypotheses. The results indicated that
creative personality, along with education, interactively predicted an individual’s entrepreneurial
identity, which in turn predicted innovation. Education significantly moderated the mediating effect
of entrepreneurial identity. The theoretical and practical implications were also discussed.
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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurs need to construct a unique and distinctive identity [1–3]. Entrepreneurial identity
has been defined as the constellation of claims around entrepreneurship that address “who entrepreneurs
are” and “what entrepreneurs do” [4]. With a stable identity, entrepreneurs could follow the
behavioral patterns underlying such an identity and thus have a sustainable and innovative working
style. Researchers have addressed different characteristics or psychological traits associated with
entrepreneurs that were different from those of salaried employees [5]. For example, prior studies
indicated that entrepreneurs were different from salaried employees in terms of job autonomy, internal
control, role ambiguity, and psychological well-being [6,7]. Generally, entrepreneurs were more
creative than others [8] and could tolerate greater ambiguities [9,10]. They were more able than
salaried employees to balance their work and life [11,12]. In addition, research linked genetic factors
to entrepreneurship to demonstrate that some individuals were “born” to be entrepreneurs [12].
Although these differences may be established by entrepreneurs to achieve competitive advantages,
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social identity theory has also suggested that the unique identity that differentiates entrepreneurs from
others would enhance the distinction [4,13]. This may then increase entrepreneurs’ self-concepts of
being more productive [14]. Being different was an individual basic need and the distinctiveness was
beneficial to their psychological well-being to a certain extent [15]. In addition, an entrepreneurial
identity existed apart from material products and service systems [16], which legitimized entrepreneurs’
distinctiveness to influence judgments and assessments of investors [14].

Relatively few studies have investigated how to construct an entrepreneurial identity. Researchers
have demonstrated that professional identity construction work was a communicative and mental
process. Individuals could make sense of their own work and create a coherent yet distinct self
through this process [17,18]. One’s own understanding of who one wanted to be, as well as the socially
accepted standards of who should do what, interactively influenced the construction of individuals’
professional identities. Entrepreneurial experiences and activities [19], region-based discourses [20],
the repertoire of narrative resources [21], and entrepreneurship education [22] have been found to be
influencing factors on the emergence of entrepreneurial identity. Environmental and individual factors
tended to influence entrepreneurial identity construction simultaneously [17]. Dispositional factors,
such as personality, should be considered to determine who individuals wanted to be. For example,
some researchers found that a creative personality could help individuals start their business through
recognizing more opportunities [23] and others found that this personality could help individuals
organize and process information better, which increased their tendency to be an entrepreneur [24].

Recently, researchers have called for more studies integrating creativity, innovation, and
entrepreneurship [25]. The centrality of these three areas highlighted the importance of new ideas.
Creativity was defined as identifying novel and useful ideas [26] and was a precursor of innovation,
which was generally defined as the implementation of creative ideas [27,28]. Entrepreneurship was also
a specific form of innovation that was related to the application of creativity and innovation to business
ventures [29]. Traditional theories have provided numerous explanations about how creative ideas
were transmitted to innovation, such as through knowledge sharing processes. Our study provided
another approach, exploring whether individuals with a propensity to be creative can implement
work-related innovations through entrepreneurship.

In the current study, we studied two main questions. One was how individual–environmental
interactions influence an entrepreneurial identity, and the other was whether such an identity leads to
positive outcomes. Creative personality is an important trait that encourages individuals to behave in
a creative manner. Thus, it should be investigated whether individuals with a creative personality
construct an entrepreneurial identity to customize their preferred work. We also emphasized the
moderating role of individual education, which provided individuals with the necessary human capital
to treat entrepreneurship as their professional identity. In addition, individuals follow their salient
identity to engage in different behaviors [30]. As entrepreneurs were assumed to innovate, the current
study also tested whether having an entrepreneurial identity could enable individuals to produce
more innovations than salaried employees.

2. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses

Identity construction theory indicated that identity work is an active process through which
individuals construct their professional identity in different contexts [23,24,31]. This theoretical
perspective views individuals as human agents that can actively customize their professional
identity according to their preferred work content, as well as the social standards received
from society [23,24]. Although prior studies have articulated that discourses or narratives may
contribute to the construction of an entrepreneurial identity [20,22], more comprehensive studies
on both individual and environmental factors were also helpful to improve our understanding of
entrepreneurial identity construction. Thus, the current study investigated how personality and
education interactively facilitated entrepreneurial identity construction, which facilitated individuals’
work-related innovations.
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2.1. Creative Personality and Entrepreneurial Identity

Creative personality was defined as an individual trait from which individuals would behave in a
creative manner across different conditions, and this dispositional factor will influence individuals’
information processing and behavioral patterns in different social contexts [32].

A creative personality can influence individuals’ behavioral patterns. For example, researchers
articulated that creative individuals tended to assimilate information from diverse sources and were
willing to employ novel and useful procedures [33]. Individuals with a creative personality had
much more broad cognitive categorizations within their minds [32]. Creative individuals were more
confident and tolerant of ambiguities when creating and implementing new ideas than others [32,34].
Other studies have unveiled the relationship between creative personality and entrepreneurship and
the potential theoretical mechanisms [7]. For example, researchers found that being creative was critical
in identifying opportunities [35], which was especially important for starting new businesses [36]. This
kind of personality created broadened cognitive patterns that allowed for the high flexibility to process
and connect unrelated familiar information, which was essential for entrepreneurship.

Identity is an individual’s unique knowledge system that designates their motives, values, and
social references [37]. This fluid self-system stems from previous experiences, reinforced by the
environment, and is generally influenced by individuals’ personalities [38]. The social–cognitive
perspective of identity suggested that the temporal salience of identity is activated by both chronic
and situational factors [39]. For example, Markus et al. [37] suggested that schemata (i.e., cognitive
structures) should be built up from the cognitive representations of past experiences, and the formation
of this cognitive structure was significantly influenced by individual differences. Moreover, a salient
identity would direct the individuals’ behavior. Brewer et al. [30] articulated that different levels
of identity would have various social motives. Johnson et al. [40] found that identity influenced an
employee’s behavior through a heuristic process (i.e., at the subconscious level).

Developmental psychologists proposed that individuals would go through consecutive stages
of identity formation and that their identities would be influenced by several prior developmental
stages [41]. Individuals’ career transitions would keep accumulating and constructing their new
professional identities [42]. Socialization literature emphasized the role of organizations in breaking
newcomers’ old identities and shaping their new identities by providing them with different meanings
of their new jobs [43].

However, some studies directly examined the process through which individuals actively
constructed their identities within specific social contexts [23,31]. For instance, Ibarra [23] proposed
that professional identity can be constructed in social interaction, and individuals needed to try out
possible selves to determine their desired end states. Pratt et al. [24] developed a whole identity
construction theory by depicting the process through which individuals integrated their identities
toward what they were doing. According to this theory, individuals need to prevent their work-identity
integrity from being destroyed by customizing their identity to their preferred work content. They can
use different customization types, such as enriching, patching, and splinting, to proactively maintain
their identity–work consistency.

Entrepreneurs also construct unique identities [2] to fulfill their need for distinctiveness [44],
which influences not only their businesses’ success [4] but also their personal well-being and
physical health [45]. Until recently, scholars attached importance to entrepreneur identities, but
most of them focused on how the entrepreneur identity influenced individual business ventures [4].
Entrepreneurs were different from salaried employees in terms of creativity, information, and motivation.
Entrepreneurship itself was defined as “behaviors that include demonstrating initiative and creative
thinking, organizing social and economic mechanisms to turn resources and situations into practical
accounts and accepting risk and failure” [46].

To be an entrepreneur, individuals needed to fulfill different roles simultaneously [47] and to
tolerate the ambiguities from inside and outside the organization [9]. Based on identity construction
theory, to successfully construct an entrepreneurial identity, individuals also needed to create, test,
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and integrate possible provisional selves [23] before they decided whether to enter entrepreneurship
or not. Individuals needed to actively make use of the information that is relevant to their new
entrepreneurial identity, such as performance feedback, to actively give meanings to (i.e., enrich) their
new identities, to integrate business ventures they currently engage in with their “preferred selves,”
and to be customized to their professional identities as entrepreneurs [24].

Creative personality increases the possibility of constructing an entrepreneurial identity. Individual
differences, such as personalities, would become one of the main influencing factors of individuals’
preferred work content. Creative individuals tended to engage in more innovative businesses, and are
more willing to take the risks of ambiguities. As indicated by identity construction theory, these kinds
of individuals need to customize their identities according to their work content so as to maintain the
identity–behavior integrity.

Maintaining entrepreneurial identity, individuals can easily engage in issues related to creativity,
such as identifying opportunities and strategically claiming the legitimacy of their new ventures.
Individuals will create or select and remain in roles that fit their personalities best. Prior studies linked
personality to real entrepreneurship based on this theoretical line. For example, Zhao et al. [48] found
that some types of personalities, such as extraversion, allowed individuals to run a business and helped
them act effectively with relatively less conscious effort.

Following this perspective, in the current study, we suggested that creative personality, as an
important individual difference variable, would increase the likelihood that individuals engage in
more creative work content, while their professional identities can be integrated with their preferred
work content through constructing an entrepreneurial identity. Therefore, individuals with creative
personalities would be more likely to construct entrepreneurial identities, and our first hypothesis was
as follows.

Hypothesis 1: Creative personality will have a positive relationship with entrepreneurial identity.

2.2. The Moderating Role of Education

General education is one of the most important forms of human capital that can be acquired from
formal educational systems by individuals [49]. Human resource management literature has provided
abundant theories regarding the effect of education [11,12]. For example, human capital theory [50]
predicted that the efforts of individuals who possessed greater human capital, such as knowledge, skills,
and experiences, would have a greater possibility of being rewarded by the market [51]. Prior studies
revealed a relationship between education and career adaptability. Individuals with a higher education
level had a greater likelihood of being promoted or successfully moving across different occupations.

The relationships between human capital and entrepreneurship outcomes have also been
unveiled [52]. Researchers indicated that education improved entrepreneurial outcomes as it provided
individuals with a better ability to understand the business environment, to assimilate more information,
and to appropriately apply the application of technical knowledge to business functions [49]. Moreover,
education represented a founder’s professional imprint [53], which signaled to shareholders a high
possibility of success and, therefore, was considered to be positively related to the likelihood of the
new venture’s survival.

Education facilitated the entrepreneurs’ work integrity and identity. First, education helped
individuals perceive that their businesses were more likely to survive. Individuals would choose a
self-employed occupation only when it maximized their perceived benefits [54]. Individuals with a
relatively high education would perceive greater possibilities of the success of their business ventures,
thus improving their commitment toward their own business ventures. Therefore, individuals needed
to customize their identities more to the work content they committed to [24].

Second, education ensured that individuals could explore different identities without fear of being
left behind. Ibarra [23] articulated that adaptation to new roles depended on mechanisms that allowed
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individuals to experience many provisional selves and evaluate the results and alternative actions.
In the era of boundaryless careers, education made it possible for individuals to easily transfer to new
roles and identities. As the career opportunities transcended from a single organization, individuals
needed to try different types of provisional selves to accommodate their preferred selves.

The opportunity to be self-employed would also be chosen by comparing with potential costs
associated with giving up the benefits from alternative courses of action [36]. In addition, education
helped individuals reduce their perceived costs of business failures because alternative opportunities,
such as returning to traditional salaried jobs, were only available when individuals held enough
human capital. This made individuals more likely to engage in business ventures and integrate their
identities with those ventures. Thus, in the current study, we also emphasized that education, as an
important human capital acquired from the environment, moderated the relationship between creative
personality and entrepreneurial identity. The second hypothesis was as follows.

Hypothesis 2: Education will moderate the relationship between a creative personality and entrepreneurial
identity. For individuals with a higher level of education, creative personality will have a more positive relationship
with entrepreneurial identity than for individuals with a lower level of education.

2.3. Outcome: Innovation

Seminal studies indicated that different identities may lead to various social motives, social
comparison systems, goals, and behavioral scripts [30,55]. The social cognitive perspective of identities
suggested that even through chronic identities may stem from cultural backgrounds [45], the temporal
salience of a specific identity depended on the current environment [37]. Activating one type of identity
would urge individuals to behave accordingly [55]. Following the guides of activated identities reduced
individuals’ conscious efforts, while an inconsistency between identity and behavior would induce
both cognitive and emotional dissonance [45]. Linking identity with individuals’ actual behaviors can
help them fully engage in such behaviors.

Entrepreneurial identity was derived from both the definition of the social group of being
an entrepreneur [13] and individuals’ own constructions and choices of their roles. A founder’s
identity not only profoundly shaped the entrepreneurs’ key decisions but also significantly influenced
their start-ups and other relevant stakeholders [56]. Generally, having a salient entrepreneurial
identity indicated that individuals had the basic motives to engage in innovations that included
risk-taking and ambiguities [57], as entrepreneurship itself was premised on the generation of new
ideas, identifying potential opportunities [36], and creating possibilities [58]. Congruence between
individuals’ self-concepts and entrepreneurs’ social identities would generate positive emotions, and a
high entrepreneurial identity centrality fueled entrepreneurship passions.

Societal and role expectations of becoming an entrepreneur were to create and implement solutions
to deal with uncertainties. Incorporating an entrepreneurial identity, individuals would like to create
innovative and productive solutions to current problems. Although from an economic perspective,
entrepreneurship might be an instrument for individuals to achieve financial success, more recent
studies have revealed the innovative aspect of being an entrepreneur [59]. Therefore, the current
study suggested that being an entrepreneur would facilitate individuals engaging in innovation.
Entrepreneurial identity construction could also serve as an intermediate mechanism through which
individuals transmitted their creative propensity to innovation. Thus, our third hypothesis was
as follows.

Hypothesis 3: Entrepreneurial identity will have a positive relationship with innovation.
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2.4. Complete Theoretical Model

In the current study, based on the identity construction theory, we proposed a theoretical
framework in which creative personality as an individual difference interacted with education that was
acquired from the environment. The interaction between these two factors helped individuals construct
an entrepreneurial identity, which consequently enhanced work-related innovations. A moderated
mediation model was proposed. For individuals with higher education, the mediating effect of an
entrepreneurial identity between creative personality and innovation will become more positive. Social
cognitive theory [60] also provided us with some important insights that we highlighted in the human
agency’s cognitive schema (i.e., identity) as an outcome of environmental and individual interactions,
and such an identity will, in turn, guide individuals’ behaviors. Please see Figure 1 for the complete
theoretical model. We proposed our fourth hypothesis as follows.

Hypothesis 4: Education will moderate the mediating effect of entrepreneurial identity on the relationship
between creative personality and innovation. For individuals with higher education, such a mediating effect will
become more positive.
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3. Methods

3.1. Sample Descriptions

The sample of the current study consisted of participants from the National Longitudinal Survey
of Youth 1979 (NLSY 79), which was a longitudinal study with a representative sample all over the
United States that started in 1979. This is a publicly accessible dataset; therefore, researchers easily
obtained this data through the website of this project. The whole cohort of this study was interviewed
annually from 1979 to 1994 and biennially after 1994 until 2016. We chose this project to test our
hypotheses as this was a representative dataset that could cover all social classes in the United States.
This significantly improved the robustness of the results considering that individuals with different
socio-economic statuses are included. Moreover, this was a longitudinal dataset collected for more
than 35 years, offering opportunities for researchers to track individuals’ lifetime development. This
dataset is also widely used in management, psychology, and the labor economic domain. Thus, it was
appropriate for us to employ in this project.

A total of 12,686 participants with 6403 males (50.47%) and 6283 females (49.53%) covered
participants from all social classes and familial backgrounds in America. Moreover, this study
tracked American youth born between 1957 and 1964, and the average age of these participants
in the first interview (1979) was 17.90 (SD = 2.31). All participants’ career-related information
was comprehensively collected, including demography, employment, entrepreneurship, familial
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background, and psychological variables, to provide us with a well-informed career-tracking dataset
to investigate the participants’ work experiences.

For the variables used in the current study, participants’ creative personality and education were
measured in 2014, and their entrepreneurial identity and innovation were cross-round variables, which
combined all information gathered in 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016. Participants’ demographic variables,
including age, gender, race, and their parents’ education, were collected in 1979, while the poverty
status was measured in 1980. Moreover, their marriage status was measured throughout all rounds
between 1979 and 2016.

3.2. Measures

Creative personality: Participants’ creative personalities were measured by an item selected from
a personality scale (i.e., Ten-item Personality Inventory; TIPI) developed by Gosling et al. [61]. The TIPI
is a brief measure of personalities that include extraversion, openness to experiences, agreeableness,
and so on. This scale is widely used and can save participants time when completing a relatively long
questionnaire. Creative personality was measured by one item out of two items measuring the openness
to new experiences dimension because creativity is actually one dimension of openness to experiences.
All participants were given a pair of personality traits first, and then they were asked to indicate how
well the pair of traits, i.e., “conventional, uncreative”, applied to them. A seven-point Likert scale was
used with “1” meaning “disagree strongly” and “7” meaning “agree strongly”. Reversed scoring of
this item was used.

Education: Education was measured by the levels of education achieved by participants in
2014. At the time we collected this variable (2014), the average age of all participants was nearly
53 years old. According to the data, most participants completed their formal education before
1990. Participants’ education took 21 values ranging from 0 (no education) to 20 (post-baccalaureate
graduate). In our sample, more than 95% of participants had enrolled in a high school, and more than
85% had completed their high school education. Approximately 26% of all participants had a three-year
college education, and more than 20% had completed a four-year college education. Approximately
10% of the participants had completed a graduate education. The participants’ average educational
level was nearly 13 years (M = 13.24, SD = 2.63).

Entrepreneurial identity: Following prior studies that measured other types of identity [62],
a trait-based measure was appropriate for us to indicate participants’ entrepreneurial identity.
Reviewers first explained to the participants that an entrepreneur is someone who has launched
a business enterprise, usually with considerable initiative and risk, and then asked participants
“whether you considered yourself to be an entrepreneur”. This measure accorded with a rigorous
definition of entrepreneurship, which not only needed to start or own a business but also had initiatives
and could tolerate risks. Two choices were provided with “1” indicating “yes” and “0” indicating “no”.

Although individuals who had ever owned a business may have a higher possibility of having an
entrepreneurial identity than those without, from the current sample, we found that entrepreneurship
and an entrepreneurial identity were actually different. First, the correlation between entrepreneurship
and an entrepreneurial identity was only moderately significant (correlations = 0.37). Second, for
individuals who had an entrepreneurial identity (N = 1525), only 42% of them had businesses (N = 632).
For those who had ever owned businesses (N = 1194), only 54% had an entrepreneurial identity
(N = 632). Therefore, an entrepreneurial identity was a different construct from entrepreneurship, and
our measure of entrepreneurial identity was appropriate.

Innovation: Entrepreneurs’ work-related innovation was measured by the patent applications
derived from their jobs. Using patent applications to measure individuals’ innovation was adapted
from prior studies [63]. Although this is not a perfect measure of innovation, we suggest patent
applications can still measure the perception of individuals about the creative elements of their work.
One item was used to ask participants “whether the work you significantly contributed had generated a
U.S. patent application”. Two choices were provided with “1” indicating “yes” and “0” indicating “no”.
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Control variables: To rule out potential influences of other relevant variables, several control
variables were included in our analyses. We controlled demographic factors such as age, gender, and
race because they can influence individuals’ entrepreneurship and also innovation. We also controlled
for socioeconomic factors such as their parents’ education, poverty status, and marital status to avoid
their impacts on entrepreneurship or innovation.

Age was measured by the years after they were born and the gender was measured by creating a
dummy variable whereas 0 represented male and 1 represented female.

Race was measured to indicate whether participants belonged to “Hispanic”, “Black”,
or “non-Black and non-Hispanic” races. Two dummy variables were created to indicate the race that
participants belonged to. Race 1 was designated to 1 when a participant belonged to the “Hispanic”
group while Race 2 equaled 1 when the participant belonged to the “Black” group.

Parents’ educations were measured by exactly the same scale measuring the education of
participants. Twenty-one values ranging from 0 (no education) to 20 (post-baccalaureate graduate)
were used to measure participants’ mothers’ and fathers’ levels of education in 1979, as well.

Participants’ poverty statuses were measured by using the familial poverty income guidelines of
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services from 1980.

The marital status variable was measured by asking participants to indicate the time of their first
marriage. Of the 12,686 participants, 2578 (20.32%) had never been married as of 2016. A dummy
variable, marital status, was created to indicate whether participants had married before. The analytical
results did not change when these control variables were removed.

3.3. Analytical Strategy and Results

The means, standard deviations, and correlations are shown in Table 1. The correlations between
each pair of main variables were relatively low. Following prior entrepreneurship studies, we employed
logistic regression to test our hypotheses [64] as both entrepreneurial identity and innovation were
dichotomous variables. Hierarchical regression analyses were used with different variables entered
into the regression model. We also investigated the collinearity statistics of the models, and all of the
variance inflation factors (VIFs) for all the variables were less than 2.1 and were below the recommended
value (i.e., 10) as suggested by Chatterjee and Price [65].

To test Hypothesis 1, we first entered creative personality and education into the regression model.
From Model 2 in Table 2, the individuals with creative personality may have a higher possibility
of having an entrepreneurial identity (β = 0.09, p < 0.001). Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was supported.
Regarding Hypothesis 2, from Model 3, the interaction between creative personality and education was
significantly related to entrepreneurial identity (β = 0.02, p < 0.01). This result indicated that education
indeed positively moderated the relationship between creative personality and entrepreneurial identity.
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Table 1. Correlations, means, and standard deviations.

Variables Mean SD N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Age 17.90 2.31 12,686
2. Gender 0.50 0.50 12,686 0.01
3. Race 1 0.16 0.36 12,686 −0.05 *** 0.00
4. Race 2 0.25 0.43 12,686 −0.04 *** 0.00 −0.25 ***
5. Mother Education 10.87 3.17 11,878 0.04 *** −0.02 * −0.40 *** −0.01
6. Father Education 10.95 3.93 10,880 0.03 ** −0.01 −0.29 *** −0.09 *** 0.65 ***
7. Poverty Status 0.19 0.40 9891 −0.09 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** 0.21 *** −0.23 *** −0.21***
8. Marital Status 0.80 0.40 12,686 0.03 ** 0.10 *** 0.03 *** −0.15 *** 0.01 0.00 −0.08 ***
9. Creative Personality 4.68 1.93 6943 −0.01 −0.02 −0.04 *** 0.00 0.08 *** 0.06 *** −0.02 0.02
10. Education 13.24 2.63 7057 0.00 0.06 *** −0.16 *** −0.08 *** 0.40 *** 0.41 *** −0.18 *** 0.08 *** 0.09 ***
11. Entrepreneurial Identity 0.19 0.39 7891 0.00 −0.15 *** −0.05 *** 0.08 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** 0.02 0.03 * 0.06 *** 0.05 ***
12. Innovation 0.01 0.11 7988 0.01 −0.05 *** −0.03 ** −0.03 * 0.07 *** 0.06 *** −0.02 0.04 ** 0.03 * 0.09 *** 0.08 ***

Note: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.01.
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Table 2. Logistic regression results: Creative personality, education, entrepreneurial identity,
and innovation.

Criteria
Entrepreneur Identity Innovation

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Control Variables
Age 0.01 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02) −0.02 (0.05) −0.01 (0.05) −0.01 (0.06)

Gender −0.80 (0.07) *** −0.79 (0.08) *** −0.79 (0.08) *** −1.21 (0.27) *** −1.14 (0.28) *** −1.02 (0.28) ***
Race 1 0.02 (0.11) 0.05 (0.12) 0.04 (0.12) −0.38 (0.42) −0.41 (0.46) 0.40 (0.46)
Race 2 0.37 (0.09) *** 0.33 (0.10) ** 0.33 (0.10) ** −0.52 (0.36) −0.47 (0.36) −0.52 (0.37)

Mother Education 0.03 (0.02) * 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.14 (0.06) 0.07 (0.06) 0.07 (0.06)
Father Education 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.04) 0.02 (0.04) 0.01 (0.04)

Poverty Status 0.13 (0.10) 0.17 (0.11) 0.17 (0.11) −0.38 (0.48) −0.43 (0.53) −0.45 (0.53)
Marital Status 0.38 (0.12) ** 0.38 (0.13) ** 0.38 (0.13) ** 1.25 (0.60) * 1.01 (0.60) 0.94 (0.60)

Predictors
Creative Personality 0.09 (0.02) *** 0.09 (0.02) *** 0.09 (0.09) 0.07 (0.09)

Education 0.03 (0.02) * 0.03 (0.02) 0.21 (0.05) ** 0.21 (0.05) ***

Interactions
Creative * Education 0.02 (0.01 ) ** 0.00 (0.01) −0.00 (0.03)

Mediator
Entrepreneurial Identity 0.76 (0.27) **

Pseudo R2 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.11

Note. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Creative * Education = Creative Personality * Education.

To test Hypothesis 3, we regressed innovation to entrepreneurial identity, and the relationship
was also significant (β = 0.76, p < 0.01). Therefore, having an entrepreneurial identity was significantly
related to work-related innovation. Simple slope tests were used to depict the relationships between
creative personalities and entrepreneurial identities, and the odds ratios of coefficients were used to
represent the possibility of having an entrepreneurial identity. We found that when education was
high, the relationship between creative personality and the possibility of an entrepreneurial identity
was significantly positive (β = 1.36, p < 0.001); however, when education was low, such a relationship
became insignificant (β = 1.00, p = 0.98; please see Figure 2 for more details).
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Regarding Hypothesis 4, a moderated mediation model was tested in M-plus 7.0 [66]. Considering
that the outcomes of the theoretical model were dichotomous variables, a Monte Carlo simulation
was used to test the indirect effect from creative personality to innovation through an entrepreneurial
identity under different conditions (i.e., high or low education) by multiplying path “a” (i.e., from
creative personality to an entrepreneurial identity) and path “b” (i.e., from an entrepreneurial identity to
innovation). From Table 3, when an individual’s education was high, the indirect effect was significant
(indirect effect = 0.12, SE = 0.05, Z = 2.47, p < 0.05). However, when education was low, such an indirect
effect was not significant (indirect effect = 0.02, SE = 0.02, Z = 0.78, p = 0.43). Therefore, Hypothesis 4
was supported.

Table 3. Indirect effects of creative personality on innovation through entrepreneurial identity
(Monte Carlo simulation).

Predictor Moderator Mediator Criterion Indirect
Effect SE Z p Value

(Two-Tailed)

Creative
Personality

Education Low (−1 SD) Entrepreneurial
Identity Innovation

0.02 0.02 0.78 0.43
Education High (+1 SD) 0.12 * 0.05 2.47 0.01

Note. * p < 0.05. SE = standard error.

3.4. Additional Analyses

Considering that the main variables used to test our hypotheses were collected from similar time
periods, the concern of the common method bias should be carefully addressed. First, as individuals’
creative personality was relatively stable across different career periods and this was associated with
genes [67], the times we measured creative personality might not be a serious concern. Second, most
participants completed their formal education before 1990, so this moderator was actually a state
variable that happened long before the outcomes. Third, the methods we used to measure creative
personality, education, entrepreneurial identity, and innovation were different, which can significantly
reduce the common method bias. Fourth, following traditional remedies to reduce the concern of
common method biases [68], several confirmative factor analyses (CFAs) were conducted.

We compared the fitness of a model with all continuous variables also loaded on one common
method factor with that of the other model without such a factor. Log-likelihood ratio tests were used
to compare the fitness of different models, and it turned out that the model with the common method
factor significantly improved the fitness (model with factor: −2 * log-likelihood = 71300.49; model
without factor: −2 * log-likelihood = 71361.75; ∆χ2 [3] = 61.26, p < 0.001). However, path analyses with
a common method factor were tested in M-plus 7.0 [66], and the results were not significantly changed.
Therefore, common method bias may not have been a serious concern in the current study.

4. Discussion

4.1. Theoretical Contributions

The theoretical contributions of this study were generally three-fold. Above all, although prior
studies have indicated that individuals needed to experience several provisional selves to find their
preferred professional identities, we aimed to contribute to identity construction theory [23,31] by
indicating that individuals with a stable trait, creative personality, would have a higher likelihood
of constructing an entrepreneurial identity. However, the current literature has seldom considered
individuals’ traits as antecedents.

Many researchers found that certain types of individuals were “born” to be entrepreneurs [11,48]
and others even linked genes to entrepreneurship [67]. Stable individual differences should also
be considered when predicting entrepreneurial identity. Therefore, the current study can link the
entrepreneurship literature and individual difference literature by explaining that individuals with
inherent creative manners would integrate their professional identities with entrepreneurship. As
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entrepreneurs are meant to be individuals who applied creative ideas to business ventures, maintaining
an entrepreneurial identity would bring more benefits to creative individuals.

We attempted to introduce education as a boundary condition in our model. Education is crucial
human capital that is positively related to the success of entrepreneurship. However, few prior
studies investigated the relationship between education and entrepreneurial identity. In the current
study, we suggested that considerable education was a necessary condition for individuals to forge
an entrepreneurial identity, as education was actually a professional imprint that signaled whether
current business ventures may ultimately survive or fail. Even if they fail, individuals can elegantly
return to the traditional labor market. This guarantees that individuals could accept entrepreneurship
as their career choice, thus facilitating identity–work integrity. Therefore, the current study linked the
human capital literature [50] with the entrepreneurship literature by suggesting the important role of
necessary human capital in entrepreneurial identity construction.

Last, in the current study, we managed to contribute to innovation by arguing that activating
a salient entrepreneurial identity could facilitate sustainable innovation. Although prior studies
articulated that an entrepreneurial identity could fuel individuals’ entrepreneurship passions and
generate positive emotions, researchers should not ignore one seemingly obvious consequence of
entrepreneurship. Innovation was essential for entrepreneurs because the entrepreneurship process
was the implementation of creative ideas for business ventures. As prior studies indicated, the
activation of identity is a motivation-intensive process. Activating a professional identity urged
individuals to fulfill the requirements of such an identity. In the current study, an entrepreneurial
identity would, indeed, help individuals to reap more work-related innovations. Our study also linked
the personality literature with the innovation literature [25]. Although these two areas of study seem
distant, the focus of career choice and the longitudinal design could actually be used to help link them.

The complete theoretical model also followed the social cognitive perspective. From this
perspective, an individual is a proactive agent that could cognitively assimilate information from
the environment and then shape the following social motives. In the current study, adopting
this individual–environment interaction perspective, we suggested that creative individuals with
appropriate education should construct an entrepreneurial identity that prescribes their behavior
patterns, such as creating more innovations.

We suggested that when investigating individuals’ professional identities, apart from prior
experience, such as narratives or discourses, researchers should also focus on relatively stable
individual differences. In addition, researchers recently have called for a better understanding of the
complex relationships among each pair of values from creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship.
In the current study, we suggested that creative individuals could easily implement their creative
ideas by constructing an entrepreneurial identity. Therefore, the current study integrated personality,
entrepreneurship, human capital, and innovation literature by proposing a complete theoretical model.

4.2. Limitations

The current study suffered from some limitations. First, although recommended remedies were
employed, we still could not fully address the concern of the common method bias. Due to the limited
information, we could not determine whether an entrepreneurial identity came before innovation.

Second, although we used entrepreneurial identity as the theoretical mechanism that mediated
the relationship between creative personality and innovation, other potential mechanisms should also
be investigated. For example, it might be possible that creative individuals can assimilate information
from diverse sources, which can help individuals implement creative ideas. As the componential
theory of creativity suggested, task-relevant, creativity-relevant, and intrinsic motivation were critical
factors for creativity. Future studies should investigate whether intrinsic motivation can also mediate
such a relationship.

Last, the sample we used was collected in the United States and thus may suffer from the limitation
that the cultural background may have influenced the results [45,69]. It is possible that within an
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individualistic culture context that cherished individuals’ efforts and encouraged entrepreneurship,
creative personality might be a positive trait that increased innovation. However, within a collectivistic
culture context, the relationship between creative personality and an entrepreneurial identity or
innovation could be different. Future studies should carefully examine the influences of culture to
infer a clear depiction of the entrepreneurial identity construction process.

4.3. Future Directions

Considering the limitations of this study, there are some recommendations for future studies. For
example, future research can employ a more rigorous data-collecting strategy to infer the relationships
among the main variables in our hypotheses. Experimental designs can also be used to determine
the directions of each relationship and to conclude the causalities within our theoretical model. More
rigorous measures of the main variables, such as creative personality and entrepreneurial identity,
should be considered in the future. Other potential boundary conditions, such as environmental
factors, should also be considered. Real entrepreneurship rather than only entrepreneurial identity
should also be tested and a rigorous design that can ensure the time sequence should be conducted in
order to obtain more robust results.

4.4. Conclusion

Identity is a crucial factor for a successful entrepreneur. In the current study, based on the identity
construction theory, we found that creative individuals were more likely to construct an entrepreneurial
identity, which contributed to their work-related innovations. Education moderated this mediating
effect, and for individuals with a higher level of education, the mediating effect of an entrepreneurial
identity became more significant. As entrepreneurial identities have received recent attention, we hope
that the current research can stimulate more studies that can apply identity theories to entrepreneurship
fields in the future.
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